
The�atbottomed linesofVega(A0V)Rihard Monier, Frederi Royer, Marwan Gebran,Tolgahan KiliogluRihard.Monier�obspm.fr, Frederi.Royer�obspm.fr, mgebran�ndu.lb.edu, tkilioglu�ankara.edu.trIntrodution and ontextVega, the bright A0V standard star, is atuallya very fast rotator seen nearly pole-on. It is oneof the northern slowly rotating early A stars weare urrently monitoring (see Royer et al. 2014). Beause of the large rotation, there is a largegradient in temperature and gravity between thepoles and the equator aross the stellar disk, thepole being hotter and having a higher gravitythan the equator. Temperature sensitive linesare aordingly distorted and their pro�les have�at ores. Gulliver et al. (1994) �rst reportedon the ourene of several �at-bottomed linesin the high dispersion very high signal-to-noiseDAO Retion spetra of Vega. They found thatweak lines have �at-bottomed pro�les in on-trast to strong lines whih display lassial ro-tationaly broadened pro�les. Their modelingof the photosphere of Vega with model atmo-spheres of di�erent e�etive temperatures andsurfae gravities revealed that, in order to re-produe the �at-bottomed pro�le of Fe I 4528 Åand Ti II 4529 Å, the temperature and surfaegravity near the pole need to be respetively:
Tpole = 9695± 25 K and log(gpole) = 3.75± 0.02dex. In this model, Vega has a linear equatorialveloity of Veq = 245 ± 15 km.s−1 and is seenwith a very low inlination angle of the rotationaxis (respet to the line of sight) of i = 5.1± 0.3degrees. At that time, Gulliver et al. (1994) didnot however publish a omplete list of the �at-bottomed lines in the optial spetrum of Vega.The purpose of this work is to present a ompletelist of the 198 lines we �nd to be �at bottomed ina high resolution high signal-to-noise spetrumof Vega obtained with SOPHIE at OHP.Observations and RedutionVega has been observed 78 times at Observa-toire de Haute Provene using the HighResolution (R =75000) mode of SOPHIEin 2006 and 2007.We have analysed one 25 seonds well exposedspetrum whose S

N
ratio is 583 at 5000 Å.ConlusionsThe �at-bottomed lines of Vega appear to beweak lines absorbing less than 3% of the ontin-uum due to C I, O I, Mg I, Al I, Ca I, S II, TiII, V II, Cr I and Cr II, Mn I, Fe I and Fe II, SrII, Zr II and Ba II.ReferenesHubeny, I., Lanz, T., 1992, A&A, 262, 501Castelli, F., Kuruz, R.L., 1994, A&A, 281, 817Gulliver, A., Hill, G., Adelman, S.J., 1994, ApJ, 429,L81-L84Royer, F., Gebran, M., Monier, R., Adelman, S., Smal-ley, B., Pintado, O., Reiners, A., Hill, G., Gulliver,G., 2014, A&A, 562A, 84RAknowledgementsThe authors aknowledge very e�ient supportfrom the Night Assistants at Observatoire deHaute Provene. They have used the NISTAtomi Spetra Database to upgrade atomidata.

Identi�ation table for the �at bottomed lines in VegaA list of all �at bottomed lines in the spetrum of Vega from 4400 Å up to 4600 Å appears inTable 1 with the observed wavelengths of the entroids of the lines, the laboratory wavelength ofthe responsible speie, the speie, the lograithm of the osillator strength and the lower exitationenergy of the transition.Laboratory Observed Identi�ation log(gf) Elow CommentWavelength (Å) Wavelength cm−14400.40 4400.379 S II -0.510 4883.5704411.10 4411.074 Ti II -1.060 24561.0314417.80 4417.719 Ti II -1.430 9395.7104418.40 4418.330 Ti II -2.460 9975.9204450.60 4450.482 Ti II -1.450 8744.2504451.60 4451.551 Fe II -1.840 49506.9954454.90 4455.027 Fe I -1.090 31307.2444464.50 4464.450 Ti II -2.080 9363.6204466.65 4466.551 Fe I -0.590 22856.3204473.00 4472.929 Fe II -3.430 22939.3574476.10 4476.019 Fe I -0.570 22946.8154476.076 Fe I -0.290 29732.7354488.40 4488.331 Ti II -0.820 25192.7914494.65 4494.563 Fe I -1.140 17726.9284528.70 4528.614 Fe I -0.820 17550.1804529.60 4529.569 Fe II -3.190 44929.5494541.60 4541.524 Fe II -3.050 23031.2994554.20 4554.033 Ba II 0.000 15 hfs iso4582.85 4582.835 Fe II -3.100 22939.3574590.0 4589.958 Ti II -1.790 9975.9204589.967 O I -2.390 86631.1534592.10 4592.049 Cr II -1.220 32854.949Table 1: The �at bottomed lines in the SOPHIE spetrum of Vega from 4400 to 4600 Å

Figure 1: The �at bottomed line Ba II 4554.03 Å next to Cr II 4554.99 and Fe II 4555.89 ÅModel atmospheres and spetrum synthesis alulationA grid of syntheti spetra was omputed with SYNSPEC49 (Hubeny & Lanz, 1992) to modelseleted lines with good atomi data. A 72 layers plane parallel model atmosphere was omputedassuming Loal Thermodynamial Equilibrium, Radiative Equilibrium and Hydrostati Equilibriumusing ATLAS9 for an e�etive temperature of 9500 K and a surfae gravity log(g) = 4.00 suitablefor Vega (Castelli & Kuruz, 1994). The elemental abundanes of Vega are also taken from Castelli& Kuruz. A miroturbulent veloity of 1.7 km.s−1 was derived by minimising the iron abundanesinferred from Fe II lines of various strengths. The output identi�ation �le from SYNSPEC49 wasthen used to identify the �at bottomed lines in Vega. In �gure 1, the observed line pro�le of Ba II at4554.03 Å is ompared to that of the neighbor lines, Cr II at 4554.99 Å and Fe II at 4555.89 Å whihhave lassial rotationaly broadened pro�les. This omparison learly illustrates the large deviationsof the �at-bottomed Ba II 4554.03 Å line from a normal line pro�le.


